With Both Feet Planted
Firmly in Mid-Air
Reflections on Thinking about the Future
How is it that, when I reflect on over 23 years of sharing
thoughts about the future, I really cannot convince myself
that I know why I was right sometimes and wrong other
times? Indeed, often I cannot clearly decide whether I have
been right or wrong! Inadequate documentation contributes
to this but there are other far more profound reasons for my
retrospective malaise. What follows recounts some of what I
have learned about thinking about the future and about the
appropriate use of such thoughts. In 1963 I wrote:
“[Thinking about the future] is not a scientific exercise based
on consistent theory and heavily documented by field studies
and laboratory research. No such theory exists for describing
our society accurately—much less for predicting changes in
it… Data are by no means trivial but in themselves they are
seldom uniquely interpretable in terms of the range of conditions
explored …”1
Today, as then, all we have are endless fragments of
theory that “account” for bits and pieces of individual,
organizational, and economic behavior. But we have no
overarching or truly interconnecting theories, especially
none that accounts for human behavior in turbulent times.2
Economic theory is an acknowledged shambles.3 Social and
psychological theories are so inept that their formal status
in political rhetoric is nil and, with a few notable exceptions,
their uses in the planning and governance processes are
more relegated to appendixes than to basic designs and
programmes.4 Most dismaying, even when we think we
know the “true” explanation and have an ideal programme
for overcoming or attaining a state of affairs, we do not
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have formal theory indicating how to implement it.5 That
we are unable to correctly predict birthrates embarrassingly
epitomizes our ignorance about the interconnectedness of
micro and macro processes in the human realm.
It has become increasingly clear to me that overcoming
the footless status of futures studies is a far deeper problem
than that of closing the gap between data and theory about
human behavior in turbulent times. At root the problem is
epistemological.6

Epistemological Problem in Futures Studies
To begin with, we simply have no way of resolving through
cause-effect concepts “the great man in history question”:
do great men (or events) make history or does history make
great men? All futures studies embody this epistemological
fog wherein stumble ghostly images about the “momentum”
of social “forces” and about the timing and magnitude of
shifts in “direction” introduced by persons or events.
If one subscribes, as I do, to Polanyi’s arguments, creative
human activities have an emergent quality: the “whole” is
unpredictably “greater” than the sum of the parts.7 This
seems obvious in the conduct of art, science and politics, and
in interpersonal relations. One cannot predict a new theory
or art form, nor new political and personal developments
from what has gone before. Nor can one predict the
consequences of predictions about consequences.8 After the
new state of affairs has emerged interpretations arise that
purport to relate causes and effects so as to connect the new
condition to what preceded it. But not before.
What is more, events, treated as causes or effects, are
discrete only if we do not examine them too closely. We
choose to identify the beginnings and endings of events
by one or another habitual, mythical or professional
convention. But everything we experience, especially in
an information-dense world, tells us that, individually
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and collectively, the human condition is overdetermined:
everything causes, effects, and is part of, everything else and,
in turbulent situations, sensitivity analysis can only refer to
a fragment of a moot reality and it may well have already
changed.9 Whatever their individual limitations, the endless
proliferation of contending fragments of explanation and
the multiple levels of analysis and synthesis they imply amply
attest to multiple “causality” and “effects” when it comes to
the human condition.
In this regard a fundamental insight for me has been—
there are many pasts.10 Alternative choices of events, time
periods, interpretations and intentions provide unnumbered
ways to link past events to a present. And there are
unnumbered ways of putting together the present, i.e. what
is “really” happening and what is “really” important. Since
the present is always constructed out of a presumed past,
I have learned that thoughts about the future derive from
preferred constructions of the present and of the past.
These constructions are preferred because they are deemed
“fitting” in that they seem, according to the prevailing social
construction of reality and its cultural norms, to be sensible,
familiar, logical, authoritative, or otherwise acceptable
beause one has participated in their creation. To be sure, wild
cards are included in some thinking about the future, but
it is not an accident that such events are suffused with the
unacceptability that accompanies the semantics of “wild”.11
Since multiple pasts and presents make it impossible to
bound events definitively as the “containers” of causes and
effects, futures forecasts become questionable with regard
to what is becoming what out of what. However, fuzzy
realities elicit psychological and ideological
discomfort: few will create or respond to such
future descriptions. Instead, we arbitrarily and
habitually (i.e. fittingly) perceive the world
as strings of discrete events delineated by
anticipatory and retrospective expectations
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about what “is” an event. We construct (not necessarily
consciously) our reality, and then construct our response to
that construction—and so on into the future.12 This is an
aesthetic enterprise more than a logical one, even though
some techniques used to further the aesthetic endeavour use
logic, words etc.13
The pronouncements of experts are useful, when thinking
about the future, not because their information is based on
esoteric and valid knowledge about social change, though
that occasionally may be so (but how is one to know?),
but because, by virtue of the authority with which they
are endowed, i.e. as experts, they are able to influence the
definition of social reality others hold. Their expertness
resides not in a prescience their logic engenders but in the
“psychologic” that logic activates: the authority of logic and,
therefore, of the expert as a practitioner of logic, is what
carries weight. This source of authority legitimizes the
stories they tell. But the source also tends to subvert the
storytellers’ own recognition that they are telling stories.
Their own belief in their authority, i.e. the authority of
logic, leads them to believe they are doing something very
different from “merely” telling stories.
Over the years these insights and learnings have led me
less and less to the doing of futures studies and more and
more to questions and understandings regarding the functions
futures studies perform, or could perform.

Role of Values and Beliefs
As I describe what I have observed about some functions
served by futures studies and why are they used or not used,
I must first acknowledge that the categories and processes
which I describe imply a theory of social change and stasis
only some of which is apparent to me. My comments about
the epistemological and theoretical footlessness of futures
studies also apply to my observations.
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I emphasize some less well recognized, though
nevertheless crucial ways in which thinking about the
future affects individuals as individuals and as members
of groups, as participants in organizations and in society.
Futures studies serve other functions too but they are better
understood or at least more acknowledged than those served
at the all important individual level.
I believe that all who create and use thinking about the
future do so on the bases of values and myths about what
is real, valuable and meaningful. Whether a future study
is used, misused or ignored, depends on the producers’
and consumers’, or anticonsumers’, values and beliefs
both as these express themselves consciously and through
unconscious psychodynamic processes. I have come to
believe that self-consciousness about these extra-rational—
and sometimes irrational—contributions is fundamental for
more effective creation and use of futures studies that are
intended to encourage a humane world. How these extrarational and irrational factors affect the creation and use of
futures studies is now my preoccupation.
In the face of imposing intimations of a turbulent and
problematic future, the existence of a future study, the very
fact that one can be done, provides a kind of comforting
talisman, a protection against the unknown. The study
comforts by carrying into the future meaning based on what
is supposedly happening now
by using words and concepts
that reinforce fitting images in
today’s society, words such as
“economic”, “age distribution”,
“growth rate”, “corporation”,
“national security”,
“self-interest”, “profit”,
“technology”. These ideas,
these words, just because they
are familiar, offer a comforting
sense that, indeed, the map is
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the territory—that behind all the current turbulence there
are real, enduring processes and circumstances at work that
can be counted on into the future. For those so moved, it
can then seem plausible that the future can be controlled.
Consequently this anticipation bolsters a sense of selfconfidence.
This sense is further reinforced through the “fitting”
methodologies often used to create futures studies—logical
process involving mathematics, models, data, numbers,
graphs etc. There is also “expert” input which implies control
over the subject matter which, in keeping with the dominant
Western mythology of the past 300 years, implies the
promise of control over events.
That the consumer of futures studies is able to
commandeer the combined resources of logic and expertise
itself engenders a comforting sense of being in control
thereby reducing anxiety about the unknown future.
Commissioners of futures studies are also comforted
and reinforced in their sense of competence because they
see themselves doing what rational persons ought to do, i.e.
use logic and expertise to solve a problem. Of course, this
implied rationality also comforts some of those who are
dependent on the actions of the futures studies’ sponsors.
(Note that in other times, even as today, leaders and their
followers were comforted and confirmed in their sense of
competence when preparing for the future by doing such
fitting things as praying, giving valuables to their “church”,
doing good deeds etc. Faith, rather than rational procedures,
provided protection from the unknown. Today, politics is
a popular means for seeking protection from an unknown
future.14)
These satisfactions provided by futures studies typically
accompany ritual affirmations of a culture’s mythology. This
does not make these ritual acts and their satisfactions bad
or wrong. Rituals contribute essential stabilities to society.
Of exceeding importance, to the extent that rituals comfort
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and affirm, they encourage conduct compatible with them.
Thus we have a situation in which extra-rational norms and
sometimes irrational needs encourage rational behavior. And
all this pertains, too, to the functions thinking about the
future perform for those who create the futures studies.
In addition to these satisfactions there are other rewards
for people who create futures studies. Doing so encourages
the belief that one is influential, making a difference, being
socially potent and powerful. These beliefs may be justified
or they may well be demolished when nothing happens to
the product, or if it is misused. But while his or her work
is underway, I have yet to meet a “futurist” who didn’t feel
socially significant and personally vitalized by visions of
potential effect amplified by the perceived status of the
study commissioners. Often enough these beliefs and
visions are inflated by the promotional exertions of authors,
organizations, and publishers competing for the rewards of
profit and status bestowed by growing numbers of consumers
of thoughts about the future.15
I have also learned that, much more often than not,
futures studies increase discomfort because they expose the
recipient to the problematical ramifications of the future.
Ambiguity and uncertainty more typically result in anxiety
and feelings of role impotency or loss of control. In turn,
this state of mind activates psychodynamic responses that
are not socially constructive.16 One such response is to fix
on or promulgate one or another future that reduces anxiety
by gratuitously avoiding or deprecating the ambiguity and
uncertainty—what is called “denial” in the psychodynamic
realm.
To be sure, other motives, not all of them unconscious,
contribute to these responses. Seldom are they exclusively
the consequences of denial: earlier I described human
behavior as overdetermined. But many experiences,
discussions and probings convince me that futures studies
often elicit such unconscious psychodynamic processes.
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When confronted with the ambiguity and uncertainty which
is the message of many futures studies, these processes serve
to protect one’s image of oneself as a capable person able to
control the circumstances for which one is responsible.
Thus, we now have some futurists and their followers
proclaiming that we are at a stage where, whether it be the
result of evolution or Ilya Prigogine’s dissipative structures, we
will inevitably emerge into a transformed, better world. That
not all turbulence results in higher order systems, that legions
of dead species once were vigorous, that denial is a frequent
psychodynamic response to anxiety-provoking information—
all are overlooked by believers unable to live with more
problematic and threatening futures.
Thus, too, we have futurists and their followers who deny
that there is anything seriously wrong with the world, that
technology, good management and the operation of immutable
laws of economics will straighten out present kinks and reward
present purposes, and that those who claim otherwise are
gloom-and-doomers possessed of a state of mind that smacks
of sin (and might even be unpatriotic).
Of course, these two groups of futurists do not by any
means exhaust the class. Many of us are able to steer a course
between these extremes or navigate in different waters making
less threat-denying contributions to our clients’ and audience’s
perspectives, anxieties and enthusiasms.
I have learned that futures studies also elicit psychodynamic
processes because they challenge the status quo regarding what
is being done, how it is being done, and whether to continue
a course of action even if it is now rewarding. In 1973 I began
emphasizing that one of the chief contributions of futures
studies is to temper our satisfactions with how far we have
come by exposing how far we have yet to go, thereby drawing
attention to the ethical and operational sufficiency of present
actions and policies.17
However, each of us harbours conflicting values, which our
unconscious and our culture help us avoid recognizing most
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of the time. Therefore, a communication that, on the one
hand, may well heighten one’s anxiety over uncertainty about
which future will eventuate and, on the other, heightens
one’s anxiety about where one stands ethically with regard to
those futures, is likely to elicit strong emotional responses.
While futures studies can enlarge the sense of the variety of
win-win opportunities perhaps residing in futures, for many
they threaten to raise acutely discomforting issues about
“What am I entitled to?”. In response there is anger, fear,
denial—rejection of the study.
The complex and unavoidable interplay of rewards
and threats with which futures studies face their creators
and consumers leads me to see the functions they serve
for the individual and the responses they elicit as those
accomplished by storytelling, that age-old device by which
humans have inspired, influenced and engaged each other.

The Futurist as Storyteller
In what follows, I recognize that futures studies styled
as scenarios embody at their best much of what I shall
urge.18 But even scenarios seldom take all the advantages
of storytelling that are available to them. In what follows,
my intent is to tell a story within a story, so to speak, not to
establish the logic and norms for doing so.
Nor am I demeaning the usefulness or appropriateness
of telling some stories about the future in the style of a
technical report, with its logical and normative constraints.
These are not necessarily cynical devices for misleading
anyone about the truth any more than is a story about human
reality told in the sonnet form or painted impressionistically.
These are the chosen methodological constraints within
which the artist creates realities. The same holds for
thinking about the future presented in the form of a story
expressed within the constraints of a technical, logical study.
But what is being told is still a story and it could be a richer
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story if it were recognized and accepted as such. Answers
to the question, “What does the future hold?”, that are
couched exclusively in rational terms or legitimated in such
terms are, at best, only partially satisfying because even
the most logical person is only so in part. Here lies a large
current limitation in the appeal of serious futures studies in
contrast to journalistic exercises which, while substantively
questionable, appeal because they are emotionally satisfying.
However, their limitations are seldom recognized by their
enthusiastic readers.
All worthy stories are first and foremost occasions,
mirrors and contexts for learning about self by drawing one
both inwards and outwards, by expanding one’s sense of the
plausible. By learning about self one learns about others,
for one always sees others through
oneself. Thoughts about the future,
by the very expansion of context they
provide, offer their audience a larger
mirror for viewing themselves—a
larger mirror, then, for viewing the
world and their part in it. Accepted as
a story, the range of what is “fitting”
can be enlarged because a story need
not be constrained by the canons of fittingness that apply
when a communication is treated as if it were exclusively an
objective report undergirded with the theory and bolstered
by data.

Methodological injunctions
Three methodological injunctions emerge from this
vision of the competent and responsible teller of stories
about futures. First, shared thoughts about the future ought
to include the acknowledgment that, as with the multiple
and problematic nature of the futures explored, so too with
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descriptions and interpretations of the putative past and
present from which the futures derive.
Second, shared thoughts about the future ought to be
accompanied by an explicit theory about the processes of
social change sufficiently detailed so the futures described
can be derived from it. If there is no such explicit speculative
or tested theory, this ought to be acknowledged. Then both
producer and consumer of the story can be more alert to the
nature of the tacit and possibly questionable assumptions
they hold regarding social change and human nature.
In urging these alternative explicit stances I do not
deprecate the contribution of those talented storytellers
about futures who sometimes know without knowing how
they know—a state of mind the renowned physical scientist
and philosopher, Michael Polanyi, used as the basis for
elaborating his ideas concerning emergence.19 I would argue
only that the creator of such a futures study is obligated to
share the fact of this mind-state with the consumer so that
both can make the most imaginative use of a story built in
part or wholely on intuitions.
Third, all involved should be vigorously aware that
thoughts about the future unavoidably engage both
constructive and destructive unconscious needs and
images that influence conscious evaluations of purpose and
pragmatism. Thereby, these unconscious contributions
critically affect the destiny of the futures study. Collusion
in the dangerous illusion that one’s beliefs and choices can
be determined exclusively by rational considerations will
gratuitously defeat worthy intentions.20

Crucial morals
A worthy and well-told story always implies a moral and
stories about the future are especially well suited to convey
some crucial morals. One moral meeting emphasis is that the
nature of the future world will be an expression of emotions
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at least as much as of rational deliberations, programmes and
practices.
Emotions are critical to what happens—both those
emotions driving creativity and reason, aspiration, power, greed
and the will to control; and those emotions struggling with
the existential questions of being human. As Seymour Sarson
summarizes them, they are: “How to dilute the individual’s
sense of aloneness in the world; how to engender and maintain
a sense of community; and how to justify living even though one
will die.”21
Another moral would have it that the future is this splintered
civilization’s most available and useful context in which to face
the personal question: what it is worthwhile to be and to do.
It is not enough to share thoughts about the future restricted
to a description of the costs and benefits of introducing one or
another new technology, policy or procedure to better realize
the intentions of a public or private organization. Somewhere in
the process the recipients of the study should be inspired to ask
themselves, “What is it all for? Why give thought to the future?
Surely not just for profits, or jobs, or the next election or
budget hearing. These are very important, of course, but, really,
what is it all for? Why am I doing what I am?”. If stories about
possible futures do not elicit such questions and reflection,
where will they come from? And who better to brood on these
questions than those who commission or must respond to these
thoughts about the future?
Yet another moral: in an uncertain turbulent world,
beset with such heavy burdens and challenges as we face, a
precondition for a humane future—perhaps for any future at
all—is that those who create and use futures studies become
compassionate learners. By compassion I mean recognizing
that:
(1) In the face of crucial issues nobody, including oneself,
really knows what they are doing, certainly not in terms of the
consequences of their acts;
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(2) everyone is, to some profound degree, living in illusions,
believing in the “factness” of what comprises their world
instead of recognizing that we live in an arbitrarily, though
usually not consciously, constructed social reality; and
(3) everyone is in one way or another struggling to cope
with three existential circumstances that Sarason emphasizes.
This means, then, that everyone needs all the clarity they
can muster, regarding their ignorance and finiteness,
and all the support they can obtain in order to face the
upsetting implications of what their clarity reveals to them.
A compassionate person is one who, by virtue of accepting
this situation, can provide others as well as self with such
support.22
Well-told stories about futures can hardly avoid
emphasizing the moral that resilient participation will require
persons and organizations always to be seeking to learn what
are the appropriate questions to ask about a changing and
turbulent world and to learn how to discover and evaluate
temporary “answers”. Acknowledging and experiencing the
personal and organizational life of the learner depends on
being open to unfamiliar ideas and experiences and on being
increasingly interdependent. Both requirements demand
exceptional degrees of vulnerability. But being vulnerable
can lead to a humane world only if the norms of compassion
are practised. Otherwise, those willing to risk a learning
stance will be destroyed by the power hungry and hostile.
Learning how to establish such norms will be as difficult as
it is unavoidable and this, too, becomes a moral of futures
stories.23
There is one more moral to the story I am telling here
and to the stories I propose be told by futures studies. I have
learned that all these morals hold as well for the authors of
futures stories. We are not outside the story we tell: each of
us is part of the story. Each must be a quester after existential
meaning, vulnerable, uncertain, and ethically concerned
about what happens to our thoughts about the future since, if
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they are used, they will affect the future we are telling stories
about.
The Delphic injunction, “Know thyself ”, is the most
essential of all conditions for meaningful and responsible
engagement when thinking about the future, for finding one’s
way among the claims, distortions, feelings and fantasies
that each of us harbours in our unconscious. Constructive
and destructive unconscious needs drive “futurists”—myself
included—as well as the consumers of futures studies. To be
indifferent to the fact or impact of these circumstances in
ourselves is to forgo crucial insights into our functions and
responsibilities as the creators of futures studies.

An Unfolding Story…
What I’ve learned about thinking about the future is, of
course, not the whole story. There are always stories within
stories that, if told in the words of another storyteller, could
emerge and take over. And there are stories that surround
any given story which, when told, change the meaning of
the story within. This is life and it is precisely the value of a
story, acknowledged as such: it draws much more out of the
audience and out of the world than does a story presented as
something else—as a “logical”, “scientific”, “value-free” report,
for example. So too herein.
Therefore I don’t doubt that telling this story about what I
have learned about the story telling we call thinking about the
future, will change the story I tell… some time in the future.
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